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AKD Motion Tasking Blending Examples: 

From Workbench Help: 

 

 

Details of operation: 

When blending motion tasks, the drive will always use the new motion task’s acceleration, even if the new velocity is 

lower than the current velocity. 

When executing  a motion task the drive constantly checks if it has to start the following motion task. 

It calculates the distance the trajectory will move while accelerating from the current velocity to the following task’s 

target velocity using the following task’s acceleration ramp (even if it has to decelerate). 

In the example of velocity blending, the new task has to be started once the current position plus the calculated distance 

moved during acceleration(deceleration) is larger than the current motion task’s target position. Note in the example 

that follows, if the acceleration of the next task is decreased to a point, following these rules, the drive will have to skip 

over the 2nd and move on to the 3rd. This will yield a scope trace where it appears move 3 blends into 1 ( move 2 is 

skipped ). 

Test: 

Blend into Velocity 
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On start, MT1 ramps to MT 1 Target Velocity using MT 1 Acceleration. Prior to reaching MT 1 Target Position MT 1 

blends into velocity of MT 2 meaning 

MT 1 acceleration ramp is used to accel or decel to the MT 2 target velocity at the point the MT 1 Target Position is 

reached. Note without stopping MT 1 Decel is not used. 

Whether the MT 2 target velocity is greater or less than the MT 1 velocity will result  in an acceleration of deceleration at 

the rate defined by MT 2 Accel. 

MT 2 ramps to the MT3 Target Velocity using MT3 acceleration and the MT2 target position is reached when the MT3 

Target Velocity is reached. Note without stopping MT2 Decel is not used. 

At the end of the MT chain of next moves ( in this example MT 3 does not have a next task defined ), the deceleration 

ramp defined by MT 3 Decel and is used to decelerate to the MT 3 Target Position. 
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Blend into Acceleration 

Next the same motion tasks are setup with the same data except the next tasks are blended into acceleration. 

On start, MT1 ramps to MT 1 Target Velocity using MT 1 Acceleration. MT 1 Target Position is reached at the MT 1 

Target Velocity but “blending into acceleration of MT2”. 

At the MT 1 Target Position, the motor is ramped to MT 2 Target Velocity at a rate defined by the MT 2 Accel. Note 

without stopping MT 1 deceleration is not used. 

Whether the MT 2 target velocity is greater or less than the MT 1 velocity will result  in an acceleration or deceleration 

at the rate defined by MT 2 Accel. 

At the MT 2 Target Position is reached at the MT 2 Velocity but “blending into acceleration of MT3”. At the MT 2 Target 

Position, the motor is ramped to the MT3 Target Velocity at a rate defined by the MT 3 Accel.  Note without stopping MT 

2 Deceleration is not used.  

 Whether MT 3 target velocity is greater or less than MT 2 velocity will result in an acceleration or deceleration at the 

rate defined by MT 3 Accel.  At the end of the MT chain of next moves ( in this example MT 3 does not have a next task 

defined ), the deceleration ramp defined by MT 3 Decel and is used to decelerate to the MT 3 Target Position. 

 


